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Weekly Commentary

Stock Sell-Off

Last week, we saw a fairly significant sell-off in equity markets – one that was qualitatively different 
than previous declines. In terms of breadth and magnitude, we haven’t seen anything like this since 
the early months of the pandemic. There are a number of contributing factors: people are becoming 
nervous about the possibility of a recession; interest rates are rising; inflation is a major concern; and 
investors are now evaluating the potential downstream impacts on corporate earnings and consumer 
confidence. Consumer stocks, in particular, took a beating because disposable income is declining. 
If corporate earnings stall, then GDP stalls—and that could affect the labour market, which has been 
strong throughout the pandemic. These second- and third-order effects are only now starting to be 
priced into the market. The key takeaway is that we’re likely not near the bottom of the market just 
yet, because if we were, we wouldn’t be seeing large magnitude drops in a single day, like the 5% 
decline we saw recently. The bears are clearly outweighing the bulls, which is why we haven’t added 
to our equity risk yet. But when markets do start to stabilize (and we are not there yet), we’ll begin to 
dip our toes in. 
 
Bottom line: Opportunities to “buy the dip” may arise, but for now, there’s still room for the market to 
decline further.

Tech Woes
With tech stocks down, many investors and Advisors have been asking if there are parallels between 
the current environment and the early 2000s, and if so, whether we’re on the cusp of a new era of 
stagflation. The good news is that this is not the same situation as twenty years ago. At that time, 
investors were ultra-bullish on technology companies’ potential without any proof of earnings or sustainable business models. This led to inflated 
valuations and, eventually, the bursting of the Dot-Com bubble. Today, there are many large tech companies that have tried-and-true business models 
and high-quality earnings. And if investors do question earnings, it tends to be at the margins, like in cases where growth expectations outpaced what 
companies were able to deliver. In terms of stagflation, that’s not currently a major concern, though it could be if inflation persists over the next  
18-to-24 months. Europe is the area at most risk, as inflation will likely remain high, and growth isn’t yet where it should be. 

Bottom line: We’re not likely to see stagflation in North America in 2022.

 
Canadian Home Prices
We’re watching Canadian home prices very carefully. During the pandemic, prices soared, and that trend continued into March of this year until the 
Bank of Canada began to raise interest rates. The cost of borrowing is going up rapidly. And now, for the first time in a long time, more Canadians 
have variable rate mortgages than fixed rate mortgages, the result of homebuyers expecting low rates to persist indefinitely. That means that more 
people will be impacted by rate increases. To make matters worse, sales activity is slowing down across the board. Housing affordability was already 
a major problem in Toronto, Hamilton, and Vancouver—now rate hikes are making it a concern outside of those cities as well. In the end, we’re likely to 
see discretionary spending decline as consumers have less disposable income. The one silver lining is that employment is still strong, and that’s the 
most significant driver of spending.



Market Update
• Equity markets continued to slump this week with little to change the narrative on stubborn inflation, tightening monetary 

policy and cooling growth.

• The S&P 500 fell 3.0% on the week, while the Nasdaq gave back another 3.8%. 

• Canadian stocks held up, however, with the TSX adding 0.5%. The outperformance was largely because of less exposure 
(and less weakness) to consumer stocks that got clobbered this week. And so, the valuation reset continues.

Asset class views, as of May 2022

Asset mix
• Global growth expectations are cooling further, which should weigh 

on the outlook for earnings.
• Inflationary pressures should remain elevated, thereby forcing a quick 

pace of monetary-policy normalization and weigh on bonds.

• Until we reach peak U.S. Federal Reserve (the “Fed”) expectations, 
bonds remain unattractive while equities could be range bound.

Monthly Perspectives

Equity
• We expect the Canadian economy to remain strong, which should 

continue to benefit equities.

• We expect disappointing growth from EAFE economies, currencies  
and equities.

• China’s economic outlook is facing lingering headwinds from the virus, 
a slowing global economy, and a hawkish Fed.

Bottom line: Canadian housing prices may decline slightly (but not meaningfully) this year, and rising rates will impact homeowners’ pocketbooks.

 
Positioning
In terms of positioning, we remain neutral in our equity bond allocation. We’re pleased that we took down our equity risk, and we’re also happy with our 
overweight to Canada, which has outperformed other geographic regions. Additionally, our sector tilts—Financials, Energy, and Airlines—all did better 
than the broader market during last week’s sell-off. Looking ahead, we still believe that there’s more downside in the market, so we’re not dipping our 
toes in yet. But, as always, we will continually evaluate conditions and look for signs that it’s time to buy.

As Chief Investment Officer, Sadiq S. Adatia’s views directly influence the BMO ETF Portfolios.
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Fixed Income
• We expect the Fed and Bank of Canada to quickly raise policy interest 

rates into the summer.

• Government bonds and bond duration remain unattractive as 
inflationary pressures could linger into 2023.

• The pace of balance-sheet reduction could also weigh on long-term 
bonds in 2022.

Style/factor
• Anxiety over Fed hikes and geopolitical tensions favours higher quality 

stocks, whose revenues and earnings are more predictable and less 
sensitive to swings in economic expectations.

• As we move past the worst of the global COVID pandemic, we added a 
bias towards the value factor. 0

Implementation
• Bank of Canada may hike interest rates sooner than other central banks which 

would support the currency, versus heavy commodity-importing currencies such 
as the Euro and Japanese Yen.

Thank you for reading!
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